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I have a confession to make: Whenever I find a top that works on my body, I

buy it in every color (http://abbeypost.com/blog/best-ways-figure-colors-

flatter-skin-tone/) that looks good on me. That usually means two or three,

and I always have the nagging feeling that I’m breaking one of those

“important fashion rules”. But I do it anyway because it’s ridiculously hard to

find an unembellished scoop neck top that hits me mid-hip.

And now that AbbeyPost is making the top of my dreams (hello, Katie
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/katie.html)!) in a whopping 11 colors and 4

sleeve lengths to choose from, my closet could get very crowded.

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/katie.html)

http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/katie.html
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But how much do I really have to restrain myself? I checked in with some

stylists to find out what the fashion rules really are when it comes to buying

more than one of the same item.

 

When To Buy Multiples
Paul Julch (https://www.sharesomestyle.com/pauljulch), a Share Some Style

(https://www.sharesomestyle.com/) stylist from Pacifica, California says,

“Buying in multiples is totally fine (and often a good idea) for the very basic

items – t-shirts, jeans, camisoles and the like. A good fit that washes well is

sometimes hard to find.” So after all your searching for a top that flatters you

and suits your style, it’s OK to stock up when you finally find what you need.

Especially if you’re plus size, because as we all know, there is a real lack of

shopping options for plus size basics!

The Katie top comes in 11 delicious shades of Ponte di Roma fabric, and you can choose from 4 sleeve lengths.

Made to Measure so it’s sure to fit you just right! $56
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(http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/sara.html)

With something as elusive as the right pair of jeans, buying more than one is

an excellent idea. Paul says,

“Buy a couple of pairs of the same jeans if you find a great fit and color,

since it can be a real challenge to find the perfect jeans – and when you

buy two pairs, you extend the life of both as opposed to wearing the one

pair to death and then frantically trying to replace it later.”

The Sara top ($56) comes in 14 colors of Matte Jersey fabric, and your choice of 4 sleeve lengths. There’s also

a sleeveless or cap sleeve option, the Taylor.

http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/sara.html


He also recommends “multiples for clients that are hard to fit, since they

have a harder time finding items that fit well.”

That includes almost everyone – tall, petite, skinny, plus size, short-waisted,

long-waisted, althetic – the list goes on and on!

Nicole Busch (https://www.sharesomestyle.com/nicolebusch), a Share Some

Style (https://www.sharesomestyle.com/) personal stylist from Los Gatos, CA

says that buying multiples can work if you’re too busy to plan out your outfit

every day.

“I am currently working with a stay at home Mother of 3.  She has limited

time in the morning and doesn’t like spending it trying to figure out what

to wear. We’ve established a ‘uniform’ for her (which I usually do not

suggest, however, I had to take her lifestyle into account). We purchase

multiple Vince tank tops and shirts and add a wow factor with jewelry. The

cut and fabric work best for her body type, lifestyle and personality. This

allows her to spend a few extra minutes in the morning styling and playing

with accessories to create a  new and fresh look that doesn’t scream

‘uniform.'”

A uniform may not work for most people’s lifestyles, which is why it’s often

considered to be “against the fashion rules”. But some of the great fashion

icons–and many famous models–rely on basics they can dress up or down

at will.

Consider falling back on your multiples when you’re in a hurry, or when you

don’t want to have to overthink what you’re wearing, or even when you just

feel like showing off your great accessories. With a statement necklace or

https://www.sharesomestyle.com/nicolebusch
https://www.sharesomestyle.com/


bold scarf, your top will fade into the background, and no one will notice that

you wore the same thing in blue just yesterday.

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/sara.html)

The Sara top in turquoise ($56) goes great with jeans and some sparkly accessories.
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When Not To Buy Multiples
Some multiples are OK, but a closet full of them is too much. Paul says,

“Don’t have a wardrobe full of multiples – a few good classics are okay, but

having several of the same t-shirt and v-neck sweater and pants and blouse

becomes monotonous for you and anyone you see on a regular basis.”

The same Sara top takes on a whole new life when paired with a circle skirt (Jessica, $56, AbbeyPost.com) and

cute, eye-catching accessories.

http://abbeypost.com/shop/skirts/jessica.html


Your wardrobe needs some standout pieces to go with your multiple

classics. But unique clothing is not something you should be stocking up on.

Paul says, “Don’t buy multiples of a detailed or distinctive item, even if you

love it.  It’s too memorable and people may think that’s all you have.” So it’s

fine to buy plain tops in every color, but when you find a top with beading

around the neckline, only buy one.

Examine Your Motives
If you’re buying multiples because it’s hard to find clothes that fit you

properly, or are appropriate for your office, then go for it. But there are other

reasons – wrong reasons – that could make you buy multiples when you

shouldn’t. Paul says, “Shopaholics should beware buying in multiples.  It’s

the easiest way to justify buying more than one, when one may do just fine.”

Nicole has a list of questions you should ask yourself before buying

multiples of the same item:

1. Does this support my lifestyle?

2. Does the fit & fabric work for me?

3. Do I have something similar to this already? If so, am I replacing that

item?

4. What is driving this purchase?

That last question is critical. Are you buying three of the same skirt to make

yourself feel better after an hour of unsuccessful shopping? Are you trying to

get all your shopping over and done with? Are you just caught up in a sale?

Nicole says, “If you are solely buying multiples because it’s on sale – then

put the item down and walk away! I repeat, back away from the garment.” If

something doesn’t meet all the other fashion rules (perfect fit, flattering color,
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etc.) then you shouldn’t buy one, let alone two or three.

 

The Fashion Rules Allow Multiples
It turns out that I haven’t been breaking any fashion rules when I buy three

tops. But those three hippie-chick skirts I recently dug out of my closet are a

different story. (I’ve donated two of them.)

So when it comes to classic wardrobe basics that actually fit, it’s OK to buy

as many as I want. And now, with AbbeyPost Made to Measure

(http://abbeypost.com/shop), I don’t need to buy them all at once. Since

they’re custom made, I don’t have to worry about anything going out of stock

in the next few weeks. So I can introduce them into my wardrobe over time

instead of all at once. Bonus!

What clothes do you like to buy in
multiples? Tell us in the comments.
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